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FAME is a recursive acronym meaning “FAME Automates Malware Evaluation”.
It is meant to facilitate analysis of malicious files, leveraging as much knowledge as possible in order to speed up and
automate end-to-end analysis.
Best case scenario: the analyst drops a sample, waits for a few minutes, and FAME is able to determine the malware
family and extract its configuration and IOCs.
FAME should be seen as a framework that will empower your malware analysis development efforts.
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1.1 Concept
FAME was built to facilitate malware analysis by automating as many tasks as possible.
The real work of malware analysis is done by processing modules.
FAME will do its best to determine what processing modules should be run during each analysis, and will chain
modules’ execution in order to achieve end-to-end analysis.
Each processing module can produce the following analysis elements:
• Probable Name: this is the malware family. A module should only set the probable name if it has a very high
confidence in its diagnostic.
• Extractions: this is text information that should be the most useful for the analyst. A typical example would be
malware’s configuration.
• Tags: a tag is a computer-friendly piece of information that describes the analysis. Can be seen as a form of
signature name.
• Generated Files: files that were produced by the analysis, such as memory dumps.
• Support Files: files that can be downloaded by the analyst, such as a sandbox analysis report.
• Extracted Files: files that deserve an analysis of their own.
• IOCs: indicators of compromise that could be used to detect this malware.
• Detailed Results: any kind of information that would be useful to the analyst.
When analyzing a file, the first step is to determine the file type. FAME will try to determine the file type based on the
file extension and python-magic. A FAME-specific file type will then be associated to the file using different indicators
(examples: “executable”, “word”, “pdf”, etc.).
Then, the analyst has to choose between two types of analysis: Just Do Your Magic (recommended) or Targeted
analysis.
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1.1.1 Just Do Your Magic
In this mode of operation, FAME will start by executing every generic processing module that knows how to handle
the file type previously determined. Generic modules are modules that are always interesting to execute on a given file
type. For example, putting the file in a sandbox.
Execution of these modules will then potentially trigger execution of other modules. There is several reasons this
could happen:
• The processing module generated new files (for example, a memory dump). In this case, all generic processing
modules that can apply on memory dumps will be executed.
• The processing module generated some tags. Tags can be seen as a form of signatures. They control modules’
execution chaining. For example, the tag cuckoo[dridex] might be generated if cuckoo thinks the sample is a
Dridex sample. The specific module dridex would then be executed since it is triggered by any tag containing
the word dridex.
Analysis is finished when there is no more processing modules to execute.

1.1.2 Targeted analysis
When using targeted analysis, the analyst asks for a specific processing module to run on the file.
In this case, we have to differentiate between two scenarios:
• If the target module is directly applicable to the file type previously determined, it is executed.
• If not, FAME will try to find a suitable execution path to fulfill the analyst’s demand. For example, if the analyst
asked for the dridex module, that acts on memory dumps, but the analyzed file is an executable, FAME will first
execute the cuckoo module, which takes an executable, and produces a memory dump.
The rules of processing modules’ execution chaining described in the previous paragraph still apply.

1.1.3 Different kinds of modules
FAME relies on modules to add functionality. Modules are actually Python classes that inherit from the fame.core.
module.Module class.
Several kind of modules can be created:
• PreloadingModule: these modules can be used to preload a given hash provided to FAME for analysis so
that the sample file is available to FAME without the need of manually downloading it.
• ProcessingModule: this is where FAME’s magic is. A ProcessingModule should define some automated analysis that can be performed on some types of files / analysis information.
• IsolatedProcessingModule: similar to a ProcessingModule except it will be executed in an isolated virtual machine environment.
• ReportingModule: this kind of module enables reporting options, such as send analysis results by email, or
post a Slack notification when the analysis is finished.
• ThreatIntelligenceModule: this kind of modules acts on IOCs. a ThreatIntelligenceModule
has two roles:
– Enrich the analysis, by adding Threat Intelligence information on IOCs when they are added to the analysis.
– Enrich the Threat Intelligence Platform with IOCs extracted by FAME.
• AntivirusModule: modules that act on files, and send them to antivirus vendors.
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• VirtualizationModule:
modules needed to support different virtualization backends for
IsolatedProcessingModule.

1.1.4 Architecture
FAME relies on three components:
• A MongoDB database, storing everything and serving as a link between other components.
• A web server, that is serving the web application, and exposing internal services.
• Any number of workers (at least 1), which are performing the actual analysis tasks.

Components can all be on the same server, or split across multiple servers.
The web server is where antivirus modules and threat intelligence modules are executed.
Everything else (preloading modules, processing modules, reporting modules and intelligence modules lookups) is
executed on workers.

1.2 Installation
Note: This page documents how to install FAME on Ubuntu 20.04. FAME being written in Python, you can install it
on the system of your choice.

1.2. Installation
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1.2.1 Dependencies
Install dependencies:
$ sudo apt install git python3-pip python3-dev
$ sudo pip3 install virtualenv

MongoDB
FAME also relies on MongoDB as a database. You should not install MongoDB using apt because it is using an old
version that will not work. Instead, follow installation guidelines available on MongoDB’s website: https://docs.
mongodb.org/manual/tutorial/install-mongodb-on-ubuntu/
Note: MongoDB does not have to be on the same system as FAME’s web server.
If needed, you should make sure to make MongoDB start when the system boots:
$ sudo systemctl enable mongod

Make sure that MongoDB is started:
$ sudo systemctl start mongod

By default, MongoDB only listens on localhost. If your MongoDB instance is on a different server than FAME,
or if you plan to use remote workers, you should change this setting in the configuration file (/etc/mongod.conf ) by
commenting the bindIp directive:
net:
port: 27017
# bindIp: 127.0.0.1

It is also recommended to enable authentication on the MongoDB server. In order to do this, start by creating an admin
user, as well as a user for FAME:
$ mongo
> use admin
switched to db admin
> db.createUser({ user: "admin", pwd: "SOME_STRONG_PASSWORD", roles: [ { role:
˓→"userAdminAnyDatabase", db: "admin" } ] })
Successfully added user: {
"user" : "admin",
"roles" : [
{
"role" : "userAdminAnyDatabase",
"db" : "admin"
}
]
}
> use fame
switched to db fame
> db.createUser({ user: "fame", pwd: "SOME_OTHER_STRONG_PASSWORD", roles: [ { role:
˓→"dbOwner", db: "fame" } ] })
Successfully added user: {
"user" : "fame",
(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

"roles" : [
{
"role" : "dbOwner",
"db" : "fame"
}
]
}

Then, you have to enable RBAC in the configuration file (/etc/mongod.conf ):
security:
authorization: enabled

All these modifications will only be effective once mongod is restarted:
$ sudo systemctl restart mongod

Docker
Some modules rely on docker to properly execute. If you want to use these modules, follow these additional instructions.
Install docker:
$ sudo apt install docker.io

Add the user to the docker group:
$ sudo groupadd docker
$ sudo usermod -aG docker $USER

Restart the system for changes to be effective:
$ sudo reboot

1.2.2 Install FAME
Start by cloning the repository:
$ git clone https://github.com/certsocietegenerale/fame
$ cd fame

Run the install script, and answer the questions (choose ‘1’ for installation type):
$ utils/run.sh utils/install.py

Note: Every FAME command has to be run with utils/run.sh. This makes sure that everything takes place in FAME’s
virtualenv and will create it if it does not exists.
On Windows, you have to use utils/run.cmd.

1.2. Installation
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1.2.3 Running FAME
For FAME to work properly, you should have the web server running:
$ utils/run.sh webserver.py

As well as a worker:
$ utils/run.sh worker.py

1.2.4 Installation on a production environment
The commands shown above are good for development environments. In production, you will want to run the web
server and the worker as daemons.
Note: In this paragraph, we will describe how to set up FAME in production environments on Ubuntu 20.04, using
nginx, uwsgi and systemd. If your setup differs, you will have to adapt these instructions.

Register the web server and the worker as services
Install uwsgi:
$ sudo pip3 install uwsgi

Create a systemd configuration file for the web server, at /etc/systemd/system/fame_web.service:
[Unit]
Description=FAME web server
[Service]
Type=simple
ExecStart=/bin/bash -c "cd /REPLACE/WITH/YOUR/PATH/fame && uwsgi -H /REPLACE/WITH/
˓→YOUR/PATH/fame/env --uid REPLACE_WITH_YOUR_USER --gid REPLACE_WITH_YOUR_USER -˓→socket /tmp/fame.sock --chmod-socket=660 --chown-socket REPLACE_WITH_YOUR_USER:www˓→data -w webserver --callable app"
[Install]
WantedBy=multi-user.target

Create a second systemd configuration file for the worker, at /etc/systemd/system/fame_worker.service:
[Unit]
Description=FAME workers
[Service]
Type=simple
User=REPLACE_WITH_YOUR_USER
ExecStart=/bin/bash -c 'cd /REPLACE/WITH/YOUR/PATH/fame && utils/run.sh worker.py'
[Install]
WantedBy=multi-user.target
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In both files, make sure to replace REPLACE_WITH_YOUR_USER with the user that should run FAME (usually the
one used in order to clone the repository), and /REPLACE/WITH/YOUR/PATH/fame with the path to your FAME
installation.
Then, enable the two services, so that they automatically start at boot time, and start them:
$
$
$
$

sudo
sudo
sudo
sudo

systemctl
systemctl
systemctl
systemctl

enable fame_web
enable fame_worker
start fame_web
start fame_worker

Serve the application with nginx
Install nginx:
$ sudo apt install nginx

Remove the default configuration file:
$ sudo rm /etc/nginx/sites-enabled/default

Create the file /etc/nginx/sites-available/fame with the following contents:
upstream fame {
server unix:///tmp/fame.sock;
}
server {
listen 80 default_server;
# Allows big file upload
client_max_body_size 0;
location / {
include uwsgi_params;
uwsgi_pass fame;
}
location /static/ {
alias /REPLACE/WITH/YOUR/PATH/fame/web/static/;
}
}

Once again, make sure to replace /REPLACE/WITH/YOUR/PATH/fame with the path to your FAME installation.
Enable your configuration file, and restart nginx:
$ sudo ln -s /etc/nginx/sites-available/fame /etc/nginx/sites-enabled/fame
$ sudo systemctl restart nginx

Note: In most settings, we recommend updating this configuration to use HTTPS instead of HTTP, but this is not
described here as each organization handles certificates differently.

1.2. Installation
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1.2.5 Accessing FAME
If you followed instruction in order to install FAME in production, you should now be able to access FAME at
http://DOMAIN_OR_IP/.
Otherwise, the development version should be available at http://DOMAIN_OR_IP:4200/.
You can now follow the Administrator Guide.

1.2.6 Installing a remote worker
FAME can have as many workers as you want. This can be useful in order to analyze more malware at the same time,
or to have different capabilities (for example, a Windows worker could use different tools).
The installation process for a remote worker is the same, with less steps. You can only add a remote worker if you
already have a working FAME installation.
Install dependencies:
$ sudo apt-get install git python-pip
$ sudo pip install virtualenv

Clone the repository:
$ git clone https://github.com/certsocietegenerale/fame
$ cd fame

Run the install script, and answer the questions (choose ‘2’ for installation type):
$ utils/run.sh utils/install.py

You can now start your worker:
$ utils/run.sh utils/worker.py

In production environments, you can use the same systemd configuration file detailed above.
You might want to have a look at the worker’s documentation (FIX LINK) if you want to customize your setup (for
example in order to use different queues).

1.2.7 Installing on Windows
When installing on Windows, install the following dependencies:
• Python 3 (https://www.python.org/)
• Git (https://git-scm.com/download/win)
You can then follow the same installation instructions:
>
>
>
>

pip install virtualenv
git clone https://github.com/certsocietegenerale/fame
cd fame
utils\run.cmd utils\install.py

Before starting FAME, make sure to follow the specific installation instructions for python-magic on Windows (https:
//github.com/ahupp/python-magic#dependencies). The three DLLs should be on your PATH (you can directly put
them in the fame directory if you want).
10
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1.2.8 Isolated Processing Modules
Some modules (that inherit from IsolatedProcessingModule) require the use of Virtual Machines to work
properly. You will recognize these modules by the fact that they are asking for virtualization information in their
configuration.
Here is how you can create a Virtual Machine that will work with these modules:
• Use virtualization software that has a VirtualizationModule (FAME currently has support for Virtualbox
and KVM).
• Install the operating system of your choice (verify the module’s requirements in the module’s README).
• Install Python 3.
• Install flask (pip install flask).
• Configure networking. You have two options:
– Use NAT. If you do, you have to make sure to enable port forwarding so that port 4242 inside the guest
is mapped to a port of your choice on the host. This port should then be specified in the module’s
configuration.
– Use Host-Only. If you do, make sure to set a static IP address and specify this IP address in the
module’s configuration.
• Make sure to install module’s dependencies (see module’s README for instructions).
• Copy FAME’s agent (in agent/agent.py) on the system.
• Make sure the agent is running.
• Create a snapshot. You have to put the snapshot name in the module’s configuration.
Note: Depending on what you are trying to do, your Virtual Machine might need some hardening in order for malware
to properly execute. These steps are not described here.

1.2.9 Updating FAME
When you want to update your instance, you can use the following command:
$ utils/run.sh utils/update.py

Then, do not forget to restart the webserver and worker for changes to be effective. On a production environment, this
would be done with the following commands:
$ sudo systemctl restart fame_web
$ sudo systemctl restart fame_worker

1.2. Installation
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1.3 Administrator Guide
If all went well during your installation, you should have a login page when accessing FAME.

Log in using the email address and password defined during installation. At the top right, click on your avatar to access
the settings.

1. User Profile
2. Configuration options and module management
3. Managing Users
Click on ‘Configuration’ to configure your instance.
12
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1.3.1 Configuration options and module management
Configurations
The first panel on this page is the ‘Configurations’ panel. It groups configuration options that are used directly by
FAME, or used by several modules.

Only 3 configurations are directly used by FAME: types, email and virustotal.
types

This configuration is mandatory, but has a good default value. In order to correctly analyze files, FAME needs to first
determine the file type. The file can be determined by the following elements, in this order of priority:

1.3. Administrator Guide
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1. The extension, as specified in the [extensions] section.
2. The detailed type, as specified in the [details] section.
3. The mime type, as specified in the [types] section.
If no match was found, FAME will use the mime type.
Note: When installing and enabling modules, be sure to correctly read displayed instructions. Some modules might
need additional type mappings to work properly, in which case you will have to alter this configuration.

email
This configuration is used directly by FAME in order to send password reset links. When not configured, the password
reset functionality will not be available.
This configuration can also be used by modules that need to send emails.
virustotal

If you have a VirusTotal Intelligence account and add your API key, you will be able to directly submit hashes to
FAME, that will automatically download files from VirusTotal.
Module Repositories
FAME relies on modules in order to add functionalities. Every module comes from a module repository, which is
simply a git repository. You can have as many module repositories as you want, and this enables you to easily use
modules created and shared by others.

14
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On a fresh installation, FAME comes with the community module repository already installed (1). Any repository
that you configure can be:
• Updated (2): this will perform a git pull of the repository. This operation could add, remove or modify
existing modules. New modules are disabled by default, and when a module changed too much its configuration
options, it will also be disabled. All workers will automatically reload following an update, making sure that the
updated code is used.
• Deleted (3): this will remove all files for this repository, and all modules that were in it will disappear. You
can do this for all repositories, but it is not recommended to delete the community repository that is installed by
default, because some other repositories might depend on it.
The Reload button (4) is only useful when you are making local changes to modules. It will reload all modules from
disk and make sure all workers are restarted.
Adding a new repository
Following the Add repository link (5) will take you to a new window that you can use to add repositories.

You need to give a name (1) to your repository. This will be used as a folder and package name in
your installation. You should only use valid Python package names (https://www.python.org/dev/peps/pep-0008/
#package-and-module-names).
The address (2) is the URL of the git repository to add. It is basically what you would use at the end of a git clone
command. You can use the SSH or HTTP URL of the repository, but SSH is mandatory for private repositories.
When using a private repository, check the Private checkbox (3). This will display additional information regarding
how you should configure you repository. FAME generates an SSH key on installation, which has to be used in order
to access private repositories.

1.3. Administrator Guide
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Warning: You have to make sure that the SSH key displayed has access to your private repository. This can be
achieved in several ways. The easiest way is to configure a Deploy Key on your repository.
However, you will not be able to use this technique more than once, so it will not work if you need to add several
private repositories. In this case, you should use a Machine User.
Once your repository is added, modules will automatically appear, and you will be able to enable them.
Modules
All modules added by module repositories are listed below Module Repositories, grouped by module type (Processing,
Antivirus, Threat Intelligence and Reporting).

Each block has the following information:
• The name of the module (1)
• A description of what it does (2)
• Optional: a list of file types on which the module can act (3)
• Optional: a list of triggers (matching tags in order to determine when this module will be executed) (4)
• Optional: a list of file types that can be generated by this module (5)
• The queue, which defines on which worker the module will be executed (6)
• The current state of the module (enabled / disabled) (7)
There is also two buttons that you can use to configure the module (8) and alter its state (9).
Module Configuration
Clicking on the Configure button will take you to the configuration page for this module.

16
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The first three elements can be defined for all processing modules:
• Acts On (1): define the list of FAME types this module can execute on. This list is comma-separated.
• Triggered By (2): comma-delimited list of fnmatch patterns that will be matched against tags generated by
analysis in order to determine when the module should be executed.
• Queue (3): defines on which workers this module will execute. By default, Worker are using the unix or
windows queues, depending on the platform, but this can be changed to suit your needs. Changing the queue
will make all workers restart automatically.
Then, each module has the possibility of defining any number of settings (4). Required settings are marked with a *.
If a setting has a default value, it will be displayed as a placeholder.
These settings are all applied globally, except when the option checkbox (5) is checked. In this case, this setting will
be available for the user, at submission time, enabling users to define per-analysis values.

1.3.2 Managing Users
This section lets you manage users that have access to FAME.
You are first presented with a list of existing users:

1.3. Administrator Guide
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On a fresh install, you will have only your administrator account created, an optionally an account named “FAME
Worker” (1). This account is needed when using remote workers, so you should not delete or disable it.
From the list of users, you can disable (2) or enable (3) a user. A disabled user cannot log in to your FAME instance.
User accounts cannot be deleted because they are linked to previous analyses.
Clicking on the name of a user will let you Edit a user account.
Clicking on the top right button (4) will allow you to Create a new user account.
Create a new user account

When creating a new user, you have to specify the user’s full name (1), his email address (2), but also the groups it
belongs to (3). An user can belong to as many group as you want, and groups do not have to be defined previously.
You can also assign permissions (4) to the user. Permissions are used to give access to certain FAME features.
Modules have the possibility to define their own permissions. The special * permission grants all present and future
permissions.

18
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Warning: Granting the MANAGE_USERS permission to a user is almost the same as giving him all permissions,
since he will be able to define his own permissions.
When you have finished creating the user by clicking on the Create button, an email will be sent to the user with a link
to define his password.
Note: If this feature is disabled (because email is not correctly configured), a link will be displayed with the password
reset link, that you should send to the user.

Edit a user account
When clicking on the full name of a user, you will be able to edit his account.
The first half of this page is similar to the one used to Create a new user account. The other half is similar to the User
Profile.

1.4 User Guide
Launch your browser and go to FAME’s URL. You should access the login page.

Log in using your email address and password.
Once logged in, the first page you will see is the Analyses page.

1.4. User Guide
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1.4.1 Menu
On the top of the page, you will find the following elements:

• A search field (1)
• A link to Configuration Tracking (2)
• A link to Objects (3)
• A link to Analyses (4)
• A link to the Submission Page (5)
• Access to your User Profile (6)

1.4.2 Submission Page
This page will enable you to analyze a new object.

20
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You can analyze several types of objects: a file (1), an URL (2) or a Hash (3). You should note the following:
• When what you really want is to analyze a file that is available at a certain URL, you can submit the URL and
specify the url_download module.
• Submitting a Hash will try to run all available preloading modules sequentially until one of them could provide
the sample.
Once you have selected the object you would like to analyze, you can select the module that should be executed (4).
Leaving this field empty (by default) will perform a Just Do Your Magic analysis. This will most likely fit your needs.
If you want to do a Targeted analysis, you can type and select the module of your choice in this field.
You have the possibility to change the sharing preferences (5) for this object. This is a list of groups that will have
access to this object. Groups are not predefined. The default value can be changed in your User Profile.
Finally, you have a list of analysis options (6). These settings are defined by modules themselves and let you change
some elements of the analysis.

1.4. User Guide
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Warning: Options are individually defined by modules. This means that they are not necessarily global. For
example, the “ALLOW_INTERNET_ACCESS” option will only apply to certain modules.
If this is really important to you, you should verify to which modules a certain option apply, by clicking on the
help button next to it (7)
Submit your analysis by clicking on the “Submit” button (8). This will redirect you the Analysis Details.

1.4.3 Analyses

The list of analyses displays the following pieces of informations:
• The avatar of the analyst that launched this analysis (1). Hovering over the avatar will display the analyst’s full
name.
• The date and time at which this analysis was created (2). Clicking on the date will take you to the Analysis
Details.
• The status of the analysis (3). The status can be: pending (waiting for a worker to be available), running,
finished or error.
• The MD5 hash of the object (4) and a list of file names (5). Clicking on the MD5 will take you to the Analysis
Details.
• The target (6), which is the module that was selected at submission. An empty column means that this is a Just
Do Your Magic analysis.
• Probable Names associated with this object (7). Probable names are names of malware families that FAME
was able to recognize.
• A list of extractions (8).
Analysis Details
This is the page that will display your analysis results, separated in different blocks. Everything is displayed on a
single page, and blocks can be directly accessed with the sidebar menu.
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Probable Names
The first piece of information that is displayed is the probable names, when FAME was able to recognize some malware
families.

1.4. User Guide
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Object Details
This block displays basic information about the analyzed objects, as well as available actions:

• The file names that were used when the file was submitted.
• Hashes of the file (MD5, SHA1 and SHA256).
• The type that was determined by FAME (1). This information is very important, since it determines which
modules are available. You can manually change the type of the file by clicking on the pencil.
• The groups that have access to this object (2). You can add a group by clicking on the + and remove one by
hovering on the group of your choice and clicking on the x.
• You can download the file by clicking on (3).
• The All analyses button (4) will take you to the object’s page, and allow you to launch a new analysis on this
object.
• You can submit the file to vendors by using the last buttons (5). There is one button for each enabled antivirus
module.
Execution Path
The second block is the execution path. It is used to display the status of the analysis:

The first element displayed (1) (above the bar) is the list of tags that were added to this analysis. Tags can be seen as
signatures that are meant to be easily consumed by machines. Tags are used by FAME to determine what additional
modules should be triggered.
Below the bar (2), you can see the list of modules that were or will be executed during this analysis. Modules will
have a different color depending on their state:
• Executed (in green) when all processing is already over.
• Ongoing (in grey) when currently running in a worker.
• Pending (in blue) when waiting for a worker to be available.
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• Waiting (in orange) when a module was triggered, but cannot be directly executed. For example, a module that
acts on a memory dump needs to wait for one to be generated by another module.
• Cancelled (in red) when FAME was not able to meet requirements for the execution of a module. In the example
described previously, a waiting module would change to cancelled if FAME was not able to generate a memory
dump.
The global status of the analysis is also displayed (3). The status can be:
• Pending: when all queued modules are still pending
• Running: when at least one module was executed or is ongoing
• Finished: when all modules were executed or cancelled
• Error: when FAME was not able to execute a single module
When the status of the analysis is pending or running, the page will automatically update itself, every ~3/5 seconds.
This is designed so that you can have access to a module’s result as soon as they are available. However, this can
sometimes get in the way, for example when trying to copy information from the results. If you want to disable
auto-update, you can uncheck the box at the top-right corner (4).
Observables
This block will group all observables that were extracted by modules. This will typically list IP addresses, URLs and
domain names but can also list email addresses, filenames, etc.

For every observable, you will see:
• The value of the observable (1).
• The sources (2) which is a list of modules that added this observable.
• A list of tags (3) associated with this observable. Tags can have different meaning, indicated by colors:
– In blue, these are tags that were added by one of FAME’s modules. In this example, the module that
extracted Marcher’s configuration was able to determine that the last URL was a webfake used by marcher.
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– In red are tags that come from Threat Intelligence data. Every time an observable is added, it is submitted
to all threat intelligence modules in order to determine if it is already known. When it is known, associated
tags are displayed in red.
– In purple are tags that meet both conditions previously described: they were determined by FAME AND
were already associated with this observable in threat intelligence data.
– In orange are threat intelligence indicators. This means that the threat intelligence platform was able
to recognize a pattern, even if it does not necessarily knows this particular observable. Hovering on an
indicator tag might reveal more information on this indicator.
Note: The process of adding tags from threat intelligence modules is performed when the observable is added to the
analysis ant not when the analysis results are displayed. Your threat intelligence might have changed since.
If you have the necessary permission (submit_iocs), you will also have the opportunity of adding these observables
to your threat intelligence platforms directly from FAME. At the bottom, you will see one button per enabled threat
intelligence module (4). When clicking on this button, the list of observables will change to reveal a form:

Each observable is preceded by a checkbox (1) that determines if the observable will be added to the threat intelligence platform or not. Observables that were tagged by FAME will automatically be pre-selected.
On each line, you can specify the tags that you would like to associate with each observable (2). Once again, the tags
that were determined by FAME are already added, to make your job easier. When you want all observables to have
identical tags, you can use the Tags for all field at the bottom (3).
When you are finished selecting your observables and defining tags, click on Send.
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Extractions
Extractions are blocks of text that are displayed right after the observables because they might be of high interest for
the analyst. This is typically used when a module was able to extract a malware’s configuration.

Detailed Results
Each module has the possibility to display detailed results and may use a different template.
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Logs
If you have the needed permission (see_logs), you will have access to the analysis logs, which can be used to have
more information about the analysis and be used to debug issues with certain modules.
Warning: Logs can reveal information about your infrastructure, such as local file paths or executed commands.

1.4.4 Objects

The list of objects displays the following pieces of informations:
• This list of file names associated with this object (1).
• The type that was determined by FAME for this object (2).
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• The MD5 of the object (3). Clicking on the MD5 will take you to the Object Page.
• All probable names that are associated with this object (4).
Object Page
Additionally to the Object Details, this page lists all analyses that were already created for this object:

This list is similar to the one on the Analyses page and provide links to each analysis’ results.
The main interest of this page is the possibility to launch a new analysis on an existing object, by using the form
available in the sidebar:
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This form is similar to the one on the Submission Page.

1.4.5 Configuration Tracking
Note: You need the configs permission in order to access this section.
This section allows you to track the different botnets that are targeting your monitoring perimeter, provided you have
modules that are able to parse these malware families’ configurations.
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This table is listing the targets (2) extracted from malware configurations, sorted by monitor. A monitor (the blue
lines (1)) is simply a string that will be searched for in configurations extracted by FAME.
For each monitor, or target, the table will list:
• The number of configuration blocks found for this target (3)
• The list of botnets that once included this specific target in their configuration (4)
• The list of botnets that are currently including this specific target in their configuration
Clicking on a monitor, a target or a botnet name will open the Configuration Timeline filtered accordingly.
Configuration Timeline
This page is displaying all configuration blocks matching a set of filters by chronological order.
The first block (Global Actions) allows you to modify the timeline.

This is the place where you can change the filters applied to the current timeline (1). Currently applied filters are
displayed in black (3) and can be disabled by clicking on the blue cross next to it.
Available filters appear as links (2) that you can click to apply.
Finally, you can show or hide content for all configuration blocks (4) in order to display more or less details.
Each configuration block is then individually displayed, with the following information:
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• The date at which this configuration block was created (1)
• An icon showing which kind of configuration block this is: (2) * An new block: this target was not in the
configuration before * A modification: this target was already in the configuration, but the content changed. *
A deletion: this target is no longer in the configuration
• The type of configuration block (3) that defines what will be done by the malware for this target (valid examples
or: inject, screenshots, overlay, etc.)
• The target (4) which is the string that is extracted from the malware configuration
• The monitor: string that matched the target (5)
• The name of the botnet (6) (malware_family:botnet_id)
• The malware’s configuration for this target (7)
• You can delete (8) a configuration block, show its content or not (9) and access the analyses that extracted
this configuration block
When the configuration block is a modification, it will display the full content as a diff with previous version:
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1.4.6 User Profile
Clicking on your avatar on the top right corner will let you logout, or access your user account.

Your profile page has the following panels.

You can edit your sharing preferences. This setting will be used when creating an analysis, in order to pre-fill the
sharing field. You can put any list of groups here, as long as the list contains at least one of your groups.

This panel enables you to get and reset your API key. If you need to automate some tasks, you will need this key to
authenticate without using your password.
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Finally, you can change your password. Note that FAME will only accept strong passwords.

1.5 Writing Modules
FAME relies on modules to add functionality. Modules are actually Python classes that inherit from the fame.core.
module.Module class.
Several kind of modules can be created:
• PreloadingModule: these modules are used to preload the sample file prior to executing any processing
module. A PreloadingModule should take the provided hash from FAME and download the corresponding
sample from any source (e.g. VirusTotal).
• ProcessingModule: this is where FAME’s magic is. A ProcessingModule should define some automated analysis that can be performed on some types of files / analysis information.
• IsolatedProcessingModule: this is a special ProcessingModule that will be executed inside a VM,
because it contains risks of infection.
• ReportingModule: this kind of module enables reporting options, such as sending analysis results by email,
or post a Slack notification when the analysis is finished.
• ThreatIntelligenceModule: this kind of modules acts on IOCs. a ThreatIntelligenceModule
has two roles:
– Enrich the analysis, by adding Threat Intelligence information on IOCs when they are added to the analysis.
– Enrich the Threat Intelligence Platform with IOCs extracted by FAME.
• AntivirusModule: modules that act on files, and send them to antivirus vendors.
• VirtualizationModule: modules that determine how-to orchestrate Virtual Machines when using
IsolatedProcessingModule.
In order to create a module, create a Python file, and place it in the fame/modules/preloading,
fame/modules/processing, fame/modules/reporting or fame/modules/threat_intelligence directory.
A valid module is simply a Python class in the fame/modules directory that inherits from the fame.core.module.
Module class.
The fame/modules directory contains a subdirectory for each module repository that has been added to your FAME
instance. You should create your module inside one of these repositories, where you will be able to commit your
changes (create an empty repository if needed).
The best practice is to do the following:
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• Create a directory for your module inside one of the repositories.
• Make sure your directory is a valid Python package (do not use spaces, make sure every directory in the path as
a __init__.py file).
• Create a python file inside your directory for your module.
• Inside your python file, create a class that inherits from fame.core.module.ProcessingModule,
fame.core.module.PreloadingModule, fame.core.module.ReportingModule, fame.
core.module.ThreatIntelligenceModule or fame.core.module.AntivirusModule.

1.5.1 Writing a Processing module
Processing modules are where the malware analysis is made. They will be chained together in order to produce a
complete analysis.
A processing module can use the following inputs:
• The main file to analyze
• Files produced by other modules
• The analysis itself, with all its elements
It can produce the following outputs:
• Probable Name: this is the malware family. A module should only set the probable name if it has a very high
confidence in its diagnostic.
• Extractions: this is text information that should be the most useful for the analyst. A typical example would be
malware’s configuration.
• Tags: a tag is a computer-friendly piece of information that describes the analysis. Can be seen as a form of
signature name.
• Generated Files: files that were produced by the analysis, such as memory dumps.
• Support Files: files that can be downloaded by the analyst, such as a sandbox analysis report.
• Extracted Files: files that deserve an analysis of their own.
• IOCs: indicators of compromise that could be used to detect this malware.
• Detailed Results: any kind of information that would be useful to the analyst.
Defining such a module is simple. Just create a Python class that inherits from fame.core.module.
ProcessingModule, and defines either fame.core.module.ProcessingModule.each() (recommended), fame.core.module.ProcessingModule.each_with_type() or fame.core.module.
ProcessingModule.run().
These methods should return a boolean indicating if the module successfully did its job. If the return value is True,
three things will happen:
• A tag with the module’s name will automatically be added to the analysis.
• All tags produced by the module (stored in self.tags will be added to the analysis tags).
• The module detailed results (stored in self.results will also be added to the analysis).
For example, the module office_macros has one goal: extract VBA macros from office files. If it did not extract any
macros, because the file did not contain any, the module should return False.
Here is the minimal code required for a (not very useful) module:
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from fame.core.module import ProcessingModule

class Dummy(ProcessingModule):
# You have to give your module a name, and this name should be unique.
name = "dummy"
# (optional) Describe what your module will do. This will be displayed to users.
description = "Does nothing."
# This method will be called, with the object to analyze in target
def each(self, target):
return True

Scope
In most cases, FAME will automatically decide when and where a processing module should be executed. These
decisions are based on module attributes that you can define.
The most important attribute is fame.core.module.ProcessingModule.acts_on which defines the type
of files this module can analyze. As an example, here is the definition of the office_macros module:
class OfficeMacros(ProcessingModule):
name = "office_macros"
description = "Extract and analyze Office macros."
acts_on = ["word", "html", "excel", "powerpoint"]

Not specifying this attribute means that the module can analyze any type of objects.
You can also define conditions that will trigger a module’s execution with fame.core.module.
ProcessingModule.triggered_by. Creating a module that would execute only on office documents that
have macros could be done like this:
class SomethingOnMacros(ProcessingModule):
name = "something_on_macros"
description = "Do something on Office documents with macros"
acts_on = ["word", "html", "excel", "powerpoint"]
triggered_by = "office_macros"

This module will only be executed on analyses where the office_macros tag was added. The default value of
None means that the module is always executed.
Finally, you can define on which workers this module will be executed, if you have several, by defining fame.core.
module.ProcessingModule.queue:
class Dummy(ProcessingModule):
name = "dummy"
queue = "some_queue"

The default queue is named unix.
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Adding tags and results
Adding tags contributes to the chaining of modules performed by FAME. A tag will be automatically added for every
executed module that returned True, but modules also have the possibility to add their own tags with fame.core.
module.ProcessingModule.add_tag().
While tags are needed by FAME in order to determine which modules to execute, detailed results are useful for the
analysts. In order to add results, just put a JSON-serializable object in self.results.
As an example, we will imagine we were able to extract a list of signatures from a sandbox analysis:
class SandboxSignatures(ProcessingModule):
name = "sandbox_signatures"
def each(self, target):
# Do stuff with target, let's say we were able to get this set of signatures:
signatures = {
'http_requests': 'Sample connects to the Internet',
'high_entropy': 'High entropy, might contain encrypted or compressed data'
}
# Add these to tags and detailed results
self.results = {
'signatures': []
}
for signature in signature:
self.add_tag(signature)
self.results['signatures'].append(signatures[signature])
return True

Adding observables
It is important that all observables detected by your modules are declared so that they are listed on the analysis and
checked against your Threat Intelligence modules.
You can declare an observable to the analysis with the fame.core.module.ProcessingModule.
add_ioc() method. You can also add tags to each observable if you have more information about what this is:
# Add an observable without tags
self.add_ioc("http://example.com/url")
# Add an observable with tags
self.add_ioc("http://c2.example.com/gate.php", ['c2', 'pony'])

Generated files
In some cases, modules can generate files that might be useful to other modules. These files should be added to the
analysis by calling fame.core.module.ProcessingModule.register_files().
Here is an example of a module that is able to generate a memory dump:
class MemDump(ProcessingModule):
name = "memdump"
acts_on = "executable"
(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

generates = "memory_dump"
def each(self, target):
# Do stuff to get a memory dump:
filepath = get_memdump_somehow(target)
self.register_files('memory_dump', filepath)
return True

Note that when your module is able to generate files, you should define the fame.core.module.
ProcessingModule.generates attribute in order to specify which type of files can be generated by this module.
Support Files
Support files are files that are added to an analysis so that they can be downloaded by the analyst. This could be a
sandbox report, extracted source code, etc.
In order to add a support file, use the fame.core.module.ProcessingModule.add_support_file()
method:
self.add_support_file('NAME', filepath)

This will then display a link on the web interface that canbe used to download the file:

Extracted Files
Extracted files are files that deserve their own analysis. A good example is the zip module. It will unzip a file and
launch a new analysis on each extracted file.
A module can add an extracted file by calling the fame.core.module.ProcessingModule.
add_extracted_file() method:
self.add_extracted_file(filepath)

Links to the new analyses will be displayed like this:
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Making results look great
By default, FAME will try to render the detailed results of every processing module in a readable way.
However, there are lots of cases where this won’t simply be enough. In these cases, you should create a specific
template for your module by creating a file named details.html in your module’s directory.
This file can contain any valid Jinja2 templating code, and can access the detailed results by using the results
variable.
In order for your results to fit nicely in the analysis page, you should use the following template:
<div class="col-md-12">
<div class="card">
<div class="header">
<h4 class="title">{{name}}</h4>
<p class="category">Detailed Results</p>
</div>
<div class="content">
YOUR_SPECIFIC CODE HERE
</div>
</div>
</div>

If you need to add links in the bottom of the panel, you can use the following template (to put at the end of the
#content div):
<div class="footer">
<hr>
<div class="stats">
<ul>
<li><a href="#">FIRST_LINK</a></li>
<li><a href="#">SECOND_LINK</a></li>
<li><a href="#">...</a></li>
</ul>
</div>
</div>

When your module might have support files, you can use the {{support_files(name)}} macro in order to
display the download links:
<div class="footer">
<hr />
<div class="stats">
<ul>
<li><a href="#">FIRST_LINK</a></li>
<li><a href="#">SECOND_LINK</a></li>
{{support_files(name)}}
</ul>
</div>
</div>

As an example, here is the default template used:
<div class="col-md-12">
<div class="card">
<div class="header">
<h4 class="title">{{name}}</h4>
(continues on next page)
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<p class="category">Detailed Results</p>
</div>
<div class="content">
{% if results is mapping %}
{% for key in results %}
<h5>{{key}}</h5>
{% if results[key] is string %}
<pre><code>{{results[key]}}</code></pre>
{% else %}
<pre><code>{{results[key]|to_json}}</code></pre>
{% endif %}
{% endfor %}
{% elif results is string %}
<pre><code>{{ results }}</code></pre>
{% else %}
<pre><code>{{ results|to_json }}</code></pre>
{% endif %}
{% if 'support_files' in analysis %}
{% if name in analysis.support_files %}
<div class="footer">
<hr />
<div class="stats">
<ul>
{{support_files(name)}}
</ul>
</div>
</div>
{% endif %}
{% endif %}
</div>
</div>
</div>

Isolated Processing Modules
When executing your module comes with risks of infection, it should not have full access to your FAME instance /
your operating system. For this reason, you have the possibility to create an IsolatedProcessingModule. It
is similar to a ProcessingModule except that it will be executed inside a Virtual Machine and will not have full
access to your FAME instance.
Writing an IsolatedProcessingModule is similar to writing a ProcessingModule, with the following
exceptions:
• An IsolatedProcessingModule does not have full access to FAME’s code base. The only imports that
will work are the following:
from fame.core.module import IsolatedProcessingModule
from fame.common.exceptions import ModuleInitializationError, ModuleExecutionError

• An IsolatedProcessingModule cannot have installation scripts (they will not be executed). You should
make sure to give specific installation instruction in the module’s README and verify requirements in the
module’s initialize method.
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Testing Processing Modules
When it comes to testing your processing modules during development, you have two options:
• Use a full FAME instance and test your module by launching new analyses using the web interface. You will
need a running worker to execute your module. Note that the workers will not automatically reload modified
code, so you should make sure to click on the Reload button on Configuration options and module management.
• The simpler option is to use the single_module.py utility. This way, you don’t need a webserver, a worker or
even a MongoDB instance.
• An IsolatedProcessingModule can also be tested with the single_module.py utility. By default, it will
execute inside a Virtual Machine (as it should). If you want to test your module without this overhead (if you
are already inside the VM for example), you can use the -l, --local switch.

1.5.2 Writing a Preloading module
Preloading modules are used to download a sample file automatically to make it available to FAME.
To define a new Preloading Module just create a Python class that inherits from fame.core.module.
PreloadingModule and implements fame.core.module.PreloadingModule.preload().
If the module was able to successfuly find a sample associated with submitted hash, it should call the
add_preloaded_file method. If this method is not called, the next preloading module will be scheduled.
For example, the module virustotal_download takes a hash and download the sample from VirusTotal.
Here is the minimal code required for a preloading module:
from fame.core.module import PreloadingModule

class Dummy(PreloadingModule):
# You have to give your module a name, and this name should be unique.
name = "dummy"
# (optional) Describe what your module will do. This will be displayed to users.
description = "Does nothing."
# This method will be called, with the hash of the sample in target
def preload(self, target):
return False

Scope
It may happen that an analyst only has a hash available for analysis. In this case, FAME can download the sample
from configured sample sources and trigger an analysis of the sample by its own.
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Adding the preloading result
Once the module successfully preloaded the sample for FAME, it must add the file to the analysis. Based on what type
the file is, FAME then schedules suitable processing modules (if magic mode is enabled).
You
can
add
a
preloaded
file
by
calling
fame.core.module.PreloadingModule.
add_preloaded_file(). The function expects either a path to a file or a file-like object with the available data
(file path has precedence if both are provided).

1.5.3 Common module features
The following paragraphs define functionalities that are available for all kinds of modules (not just Processing modules).
Configuration
Your modules will often need additional parameters in order to be able to execute properly. You can specify these
configuration options by using the fame.core.module.Module.config attribute.
As an example, consider a module that will submit a file to a sandbox. It will need to know the URL where it can
submit files:
from fame.core.module import ProcessingModule

class SandboxModule(ProcessingModule):
name = "sandbox"
config = [
{
'name': 'url',
'type': 'str',
'default': 'http://localhost:1234/submit',
'description': 'URL of the sandbox submission endpoint.'
},
]

config is a list of dictionaries (one for each configuration option), with the following keys:
• name: name of this setting. Will determine how to access this setting in the module.
• description: a description of this setting, to help the user / administrator.
• type: can be str, integer, bool or text. The difference between text and str is only the representation of the setting in forms (input for str, textarea for text).
• default (optional): default value.
• option (optional): should this setting be available on a per-analysis basis ? Default value is False.
The submission URL will always be the same, which explains why option remains False. Adding an option to
allow internet access on a per-analysis basis would look like this:
config = [
{
'name': 'url',
'type': 'str',
(continues on next page)
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'default': 'http://localhost:1234/submit',
'description': 'URL of the sandbox submission endpoint.'
},
{
'name': 'allow_internet_access',
'type': 'bool',
'default': True,
'description': 'This allows full Internet access to the sandbox.',
'option': True
}
]

These two settings are then available in your code by their respective names:
# Access configured submission URL
self.url
# See if internet access is allowed
self.allow_internet_access

Handling dependencies
When your module has some dependencies that are not already FAME dependencies, you should make sure that it
is possible to import your module without the dependencies. Instead, check if the dependencies are available in the
fame.core.module.Module.initialize() method:
try:
import ijson
HAVE_IJSON = True
except ImportError:
HAVE_IJSON = False
from fame.common.exceptions import ModuleInitializationError
from fame.core.module import ProcessingModule
class SomeModule(ProcessingModule):
name = "some_module"
def initialize(self):
if not HAVE_IJSON:
raise ModuleInitializationError(self, "Missing dependency: ijson")

You should also provide scripts that will ensure that your dependencies are available. You have the following options
(not mutually exclusives):
• Add a requirements.txt to your module’s directory when all is required is to install some python packages.
• Add a install.py file that will ensure dependencies are installed. If present, this file will be executed.
• Add a install.sh file that will ensure dependencies are installed. If present, this file will be executed on
UNIX systems.
• Add a install.cmd file that will ensure dependencies are installed. If present, this file will be executed on
Windows systems.
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Note: The install.py, install.sh and install.cmd should exit with a non-zero return code if dependencies are not correctly installed.
These scripts will be launched at each worker restart, so they should ensure dependencies are installed rather than
always installing them.
When creating installation scripts, you can use from fame.common.constants import VENDOR_ROOT in
order to put files inside the vendor subdirectory.
Note: You can also provide additional information and installation information that will be displayed to the user by
creating a README.md file.

Warning:
Installation
VirtualizationModule.

scripts

are

not

available

for

IsolatedProcessingModule

and

Abstract Modules
Sometimes, it makes sense to create abstract modules in order to provide common functionalities to several modules.
In order to create an abstract module, just define a module without a fame.core.module.Module.name.
When you need configuration options in your abstract module, you should use fame.core.module.Module.
named_configs rather than fame.core.module.Module.config. This way, the configuration will be
shared between all modules instead of being duplicated:
class MalwareConfig(ProcessingModule):
named_configs = {
'malware_config': {
'description': 'Needed in order to be able to track malware targets',
'config': [
{
'name': 'monitor',
'type': 'text',
'description': 'List of patterns (strings) to look for in malware
˓→configurations. There should be one pattern per line.'
}
]
}
}

named_configs is a dict with the keys being the name of the configuration group.
This setting can then be accessed like this:
# self.name_of_the_configuration_group.name_of_the_setting
self.malware_config.monitor
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1.5.4 API Reference
This page documents how to create the different kinds of modules, by detailing their respective API, starting with the
Module API, which is common to every kind of module.
Common module API
class fame.core.module.Module(with_config=True)
Base class for every kind of modules used by FAME.
Define functions that can be used by every kind of modules.
name
A string that defines the name of the module. This is what will be displayed in the interface. A module
without a name is an abstract module.
description
A string describing what this module does. It will be displayed to the user in the interface.
config
Module configuration options. This attribute should be a list of dicts with the following form:
{
'name': 'NAME',
'type': 'TYPE', # 'str', 'integer', 'bool' or 'text'
'default': 'DEFAULT',
'description': 'The description.'
},

The following fields are available:
• name: name of this setting. Will determine how to access this setting in the module.
• description: a description of this setting, to help the user / administrator.
• type: can be str, integer, bool or text. The difference between text and str is only the
representation of the setting in forms (input for str, textarea for text).
• default (optional): default value.
• option (optional): should this setting be available on a per-analysis basis ? Default value is False.
named_configs
Configuration shared between modules. Typically used in abstract modules. This is a dict, with each key
being the name of a configuration group, and the value being a dict with two fields:
• description: a description of this configuration group.
• config: a list of dicts, similar to fame.core.module.Module.config.
Example:
named_configs = {
'configuration_group': {
'description': 'This is a shared configuration',
'config': [
{
'name': 'NAME',
'type': 'TYPE',
'description': 'Description of this setting'
(continues on next page)
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}
]
}
}

initialize()
To implement in module to perform initialization operations.
All dependency verifications should be done by defining this method in modules.
Raises ModuleInitializationError – Should be raised for any initialization error, with
a message.
log(level, message)
Add a log message to the analysis
Parameters
• level – string to define the log level (debug, info, warning or error).
• message – free text message containing the log information.
needs_variable(variables)
Indicate that the module needs a specific attribute to work properly.
This function is only useful in abstract modules, in order to make sure that modules that inherit from this
class correctly defines needed class attributes.
Parameters variables – a string or an array of strings containing the name of needed class
attributes.
Raises ModuleInitializationError – One of the needed attributes is not correctly defined.
Preloading Module
class fame.core.module.PreloadingModule(with_config=True)
Base class for preloading modules
PreloadingModules can be used to download the sample binary from e.g. VirusTotal before queueing any
processing modules. Hence, PreloadingModules only work on hashes. A successful execution of a PreloadingModule updates the Analysis object with the new data and queues the remaining modules as if the sample itself
was uploaded the FAME.
queue
A string defining on which queue the tasks will be added. This defines on which worker this module will
execute. The default value is unix.
priority
An integer defining the module’s priority when preloading. The smallest values are used first (defaults to
100).
preload(target)
To implement.
Parameters target (string) – the hash that is to be analyzed
Returns A boolean indicating whether or not a file could be downloaded for the given hash
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Processing Module
class fame.core.module.ProcessingModule(with_config=True)
Base class for processing modules
This class provides several methods that can update the analysis with interesting findings.
acts_on
A string or a list of strings containing FAME files type that can be analyzed by this module. Default value
of None means all file types.
generates
A string or a list of strings containing FAME files type that can be generated by this module. This will
be used for module chaining in the case of Targeted analysis. Default value of None means no files are
generated.
triggered_by
A string or a list of strings containing fnmatch patterns that will match analysis tags in order to determine
if this module should run. Default value of None creates a generic module, that will always execute on
the types of files it acts on.
queue
A string defining on which queue the tasks will be added. This defines on which worker this module will
execute. The default value is unix.
permissions
A dictionnary listing permissions used by this module. Each key is the name of a permission, and the value
is a description:
permissions = {
'permission_name': "Description of the permission."
}

The default value is {}, which means the module does not use any permission.
add_extracted_file(location, automatic_analysis=True)
Create a new file that deserves its own analysis.
Parameters location (string) – full path.
add_extraction(label, extraction)
Add an extraction to the analysis.
Parameters
• label (string) – name of this extraction.
• extraction (string) – extraction content.
add_ioc(value, tags=[])
Add IOCs to the analysis.
Parameters
• value – string or list of strings containing the IOC’s value.
• tags (optional) – string or list of strings containing tags that describe these IOCs.
add_probable_name(probable_name)
Add a probable name to the analysis.
Parameters probable_name (string) – probable name of the malware.
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add_support_file(name, location)
Add a support file to this analysis. A support file is a file that will be stored permanently and you will be
able for analysts to download.
Parameters
• name (string) – name of this support file.
• location (string) – full path. The name of the file will be kept. You should ensure
that you use filenames that cannot generate collisions. For example, you could use the
module name as a prefix.
add_tag(tag)
Add a tag to the analysis.
All tags added using this method will only be added to the analysis if the module’s execution returns True.
Parameters tag (string) – tag to add to the analysis. Tags added to the analysis will have
the following format: module_name[tag].
change_type(location, new_type)
Change the type of a file and launch a new analysis.
Parameters
• location (string) – path of the file to change.
• new_type (string) – new FAME file type.
each(target)
To implement. Perform the actual analysis.
This method will automatically be called once for every file in the analysis matching the acts_on attribute.
Should return True if the module succeeded, and add any useful information to self.results (format
of this instance variable is free as long as it can be encoded with BSON).
Parameters target (string) – full path of the file to analyze. URL string when the object
to analyze is a URL.
Returns boolean indicating if module was successful.
Raises ModuleExecutionError – if any error occurs during the analysis.
each_with_type(target, file_type)
To implement. Perform the actual analysis.
This method is similar to each(), but has an additional argument, which is the type of the target. When
creating a module, you can chose between implementing each() or each_with_type().
Parameters
• target (string) – full path of the file to analyze. URL string when the object to
analyze is a URL.
• file_type (string) – FAME type of the target.
Returns boolean indicating if module was successful.
Raises ModuleExecutionError – if any error occurs during the analysis.
register_files(file_type, locations)
Add a generated file to the analysis.
Parameters
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• file_type (string) – FAME file type of the generated file.
• location (string) – full path of the file, or array of full path.
run()
To implement, when fame.core.module.ProcessingModule.each() cannot be used.
This method will be called and should perform the actual analysis. It should have the same output than
fame.core.module.ProcessingModule.each().
By default, it will call fame.core.module.ProcessingModule.each() on every elligible file
in the analysis.
You should only define this method when the module does not work on files, but on the analysis itself. The
analysis can be accessed using self._analysis.
Returns boolean indicating if module was successful.
Raises ModuleExecutionError – if any error occurs during the analysis.
Special Processing Modules
Some processing modules define an interface of their own that make it easier to develop certain kinds of modules:
• fame.modules.community.processing.vol.Volatility to develop plugins that rely on the
memory analysis framework Volatility.
• fame.modules.community.processing.malware_config.malware_config.
MalwareConfig to develop plugins that extract useful information from malware configurations.
• fame.modules.community.processing.apk.apk_plugins.APKPlugin to develop static APK
analysis plugins relying on Androguard. This kind of plugins are a little different, since they do not inherit from
fame.core.module.ProcessingModule.
Isolated Processing Module
class fame.core.module.IsolatedProcessingModule(with_config=True)
Base class for isolated processing modules.
All processing modules that needs to be executed in an isolated environment (a VM) should inherit from this
class.
Instead of executing the module directly, the worker will orchestrate a specifically configured Virtual Machine
and execute the module inside of it.
should_restore
A boolean that can be set by the module to indicate that the VM should be restored to a clean state. It is
set to False by default.
each_with_type(target, target_type)
To implement. Perform the actual analysis.
This method is similar to each(), but has an additional argument, which is the type of the target. When
creating a module, you can chose between implementing each() or each_with_type().
Parameters
• target (string) – full path of the file to analyze. URL string when the object to
analyze is a URL.
• file_type (string) – FAME type of the target.
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Returns boolean indicating if module was successful.
Raises ModuleExecutionError – if any error occurs during the analysis.
initialize()
To implement in module to perform initialization operations.
All dependency verifications should be done by defining this method in modules.
Raises ModuleInitializationError – Should be raised for any initialization error, with
a message.
run()
To implement, when fame.core.module.ProcessingModule.each() cannot be used.
This method will be called and should perform the actual analysis. It should have the same output than
fame.core.module.ProcessingModule.each().
By default, it will call fame.core.module.ProcessingModule.each() on every elligible file
in the analysis.
You should only define this method when the module does not work on files, but on the analysis itself. The
analysis can be accessed using self._analysis.
Returns boolean indicating if module was successful.
Raises ModuleExecutionError – if any error occurs during the analysis.
Reporting Modules
Reporting Modules are meant to provide hooks in the analysis process for reporting needs. At this point, only one
hook is available, when the analysis is finished.
class fame.core.module.ReportingModule(with_config=True)
Base class for reporting modules
done(analysis)
To implement. Called when an analysis is finished.
Parameters analysis – the finished analysis.
initialize()
To implement in module to perform initialization operations.
All dependency verifications should be done by defining this method in modules.
Raises ModuleInitializationError – Should be raised for any initialization error, with
a message.
Threat Intelligence Modules
Threat Intelligence Modules have two roles:
• Enrich the analysis with Threat Intelligence data
• Enrich the Threat Intelligence Platform with IOCs extracted by FAME
class fame.core.module.ThreatIntelligenceModule(with_config=True)
Base class for Threat Intelligence Modules
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has_submit_implementation()
This method checks if one of the submission methods has been overwritten from his origin class.
This way, you can know if the ThreatIntelligence module has submission capability.
ioc_lookup(ioc)
To implement. Perform an IOC lookup to enrich analysis.
Parameters ioc (string) – the IOC value to look for.
Returns
A tuple (tags, indicators).
tags is a list of tags (strings) that describe this IOC.
indicators is a list of dicts with matching indicators, with the following keys:
• name: name of this indicator.
• description: additional description.
ioc_submission(analysis, ioc, tags)
To implement. Perform a single IOC submission.
This method should send one IOC selected by the analyst and send it to the Threat Intelligence Platform
to enrich it.
It should only be defined when you don’t know how to do bulk submission. Otherwise, define fame.
core.module.ThreatIntelligenceModule.iocs_submission() instead.
Parameters
• analysis – the analysis that generated the IOC.
• ioc (string) – the IOC’s value.
• tags (string) – a list of tags separated by ,.
iocs_submission(analysis, iocs)
To implement. Perform a bulk IOC submission.
This method should send all IOCs selected by the analyst and send them to the Threat Intelligence Platform
to enrich it.
By default,
this method calls fame.core.module.ThreatIntelligenceModule.
ioc_submission() on every single IOC. This means that you should only define this
method when you know how to do bulk submission. Otherwise, define fame.core.module.
ThreatIntelligenceModule.ioc_submission() instead.
Parameters
• analysis – the analysis that generated the IOCs.
• iocs (list) – a list of dicts with two keys: value (string containing the IOC’s value)
and tags (string containing a list of tags delimited with ,).
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Antivirus Modules
Antivirus Modules are used to submit analyzed files to antivirus vendors so that they can be included to their signatures.
class fame.core.module.AntivirusModule(with_config=True)
Base class for Antivirus submission modules
submit(file)
To implement. Submit the file to an Antivirus vendor
Parameters file (string) – full path of the file to submit.
Virtualization Module
class fame.core.module.VirtualizationModule(with_config=True)
Base class for Virtualization modules, used by IsolatedProcessingModules
initialize(vm, base_url, snapshot=None)
To implement if you have to check for requirements.
If you define your own implementation, you should make sure to call the base one:
VirtualizationModule.initialize(self, vm, base_url, snapshot)

Parameters
• vm (string) – label associated with the VM to use.
• base_url (string) – base URL for the web service.
• snapshot (string) – name of the snapshot to use when restoring the VM.
Raises ModuleInitializationError – One of requirements was not met.
is_running()
To implement.
Must return True if the VM self.vm_label is in a running state.
Raises ModuleExecutionError – Could not execute correctly.
restore_snapshot()
To implement.
Restore the snapshot in self.snapshot. When None, should restore the current snapshot.
Raises ModuleExecutionError – Could not execute correctly.
start()
To implement.
Start the VM self.vm_label.
Raises ModuleExecutionError – Could not execute correctly.
stop()
To implement.
Stop the VM self.vm_label.
Raises ModuleExecutionError – Could not execute correctly.
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1.6 Command line tools
FAME comes with several command line tools to help you with different tasks. They should all be run with run.sh /
run.cmd.

1.6.1 run.sh / run.cmd
FAME is managing its own virtualenv in order to function properly. In order to make sure that all command line
tools are using this virtualenv, they should be launched with run.sh (on UNIX systems), or run.cmd (on Windows
systems).

1.6.2 webserver.py
The web server does not have any option:
$ utils/run.sh webserver.py

1.6.3 worker.py
You can launch a worker by simply launching the script without arguments:
$ utils/run.sh worker.py

This script accepts some arguments:
$ utils/run.sh worker.py -h
[+] Using existing virtualenv.
usage: worker.py [-h] [-c CELERY_ARGS] [-r REFRESH_INTERVAL]
[queue [queue ...]]
Launches a FAME worker.
positional arguments:
queue

The task queues that this worker will handle.

optional arguments:
-h, --help
show this help message and exit
-c CELERY_ARGS, --celery_args CELERY_ARGS
Additional arguments for the celery worker.
-r REFRESH_INTERVAL, --refresh_interval REFRESH_INTERVAL
Frequency at which the worker will check for updates.

• queue: the name of a queue that this worker should handle. By default, the value is unix on UNIX systems
and windows on Windows systems.
• CELERY_ARGS: additional arguments to pass to celery. For example, you might want to run more modules
concurrently:
$ utils/run.sh worker.py -c '--concurrency 10'

• REFRESH_INTERVAL: the time (in seconds) between two verification for updates. When an update of modules
is detected, the worker will automatically restart. The default value is 30.
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1.6.4 single_module.py
In order to assist in processing modules’ development, FAME provides a little utility that enables anyone to test a
processing module without having a full FAME instance running (no need for MongoDB, the webserver or a worker).
To use it, run the following command:
$ utils/run.sh utils/single_module.py <MODULE_NAME> <TARGET_FILE>

This tool will detail all module’s output in the console.
By default, this tool will try to find MODULE_NAME using FAME’s standard process, by connecting to the MongoDB
instance and fetching the module as well as its current configuration. If it cannot connect to MongoDB or if the
requested module is not enabled, the tool will enable “test mode”. This mode is directly locating the module using the
files on disk, and loading its configuration using default values or asking the user.
Here is the full usage of this tool:
$ utils/run.sh utils/single_module.py -h
[+] Using existing virtualenv.
usage: single_module.py [-h] [-i] [-t] [-l] module file [type]
Launches a single FAME module.
positional arguments:
module
The name of the module to run.
file
The file to analyze.
type
The FAME type to use for this file.
optional arguments:
-h, --help
-i, --interactive

-t, --test

-l, --local

show this help message and exit
Ask the user for every configuration option. Without this
option, it will use default values when provided. Only
used in test mode.
Enable test mode. This mode does not require connection
to the database. It is automatically enabled when a
connection is not available or the module is disabled.
IsolatedProcessingModule will be directly executed on the
local system, bypassing the use of virtualization. THIS
MIGHT BE DANGEROUS AND INFECT YOUR SYSTEM, ONLY USE IF
YOU KNOW WHAT YOU ARE DOING!

Example of using this script to test the apk module:
$ utils/run.sh utils/single_module.py apk /tmp/androrat.apk
[+] Using existing virtualenv.

Result: True
Probable Names: AndroRAT

## Extracted Files

## IOCs
(continues on next page)
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boss-dz.zapto.org:1111 (c2, androdat)
## Extractions
-- AndroRAT Configuration -{
"c2": "boss-dz.zapto.org:1111"
}
## Generated Files

## Support Files

## Logs
2017-03-07 23:58: warning: apk: z3core: missing dependency: elftools
## Detailed results
{'main_activity': u'my.app.client.LauncherActivity', 'name': u'Ashox', 'main_activity_
˓→content': 'package my.app.client;\npublic class LauncherActivity extends android.
˓→app.Activity {\n
android.content.Intent Client;\n
android.content.Intent
˓→ClientAlt;\n
android.widget.Button btnStart;\n
android.widget.Button btnStop;\
˓→n
android.widget.EditText ipfield;\n
String myIp;\n
int myPort;\n
˓→android.widget.EditText portfield;\n\n
public LauncherActivity()\n
{\n
˓→this.myIp = "boss-dz.zapto.org";\n
this.myPort = 1111;\n
return;\n
˓→}\n\n
public void onCreate(android.os.Bundle p4)\n
{\n
super.
˓→onCreate(p4);\n
this.setContentView(2130903040);\n
this.Client = new
˓→android.content.Intent(this, my.app.client.Client);\n
this.Client.
˓→setAction(my.app.client.LauncherActivity.getName());\n
this.btnStart =
˓→((android.widget.Button) this.findViewById(2131099650));\n
this.btnStop =
˓→((android.widget.Button) this.findViewById(2131099651));\n
this.ipfield =
˓→((android.widget.EditText) this.findViewById(2131099648));\n
this.portfield
˓→= ((android.widget.EditText) this.findViewById(2131099649));\n
if (this.myIp
˓→!= "") {\n
this.ipfield.setText(this.myIp);\n
this.portfield.
˓→setText(String.valueOf(this.myPort));\n
this.Client.putExtra("IP", this.
˓→myIp);\n
this.Client.putExtra("PORT", this.myPort);\n
} else {\n
˓→
this.ipfield.setText("boss-dz.zapto.org");\n
this.portfield.
˓→setText("1111");\n
this.Client.putExtra("IP", this.ipfield.getText().
˓→toString());\n
this.Client.putExtra("PORT", Integer.parseInt(this.
˓→portfield.getText().toString()));\n
}\n
this.startService(this.
˓→Client);\n
this.btnStart.setEnabled(0);\n
this.btnStop.setEnabled(1);\
˓→n
return;\n
}\n\n
public void onResume()\n
{\n
super.
˓→onResume();\n
this.setContentView(2130903040);\n
this.Client = new
˓→android.content.Intent(this, my.app.client.Client);\n
this.Client.
˓→setAction(my.app.client.LauncherActivity.getName());\n
this.btnStart =
˓→((android.widget.Button) this.findViewById(2131099650));\n
this.btnStop =
˓→((android.widget.Button) this.findViewById(2131099651));\n
this.ipfield =
˓→((android.widget.EditText) this.findViewById(2131099648));\n
this.portfield
˓→= ((android.widget.EditText) this.findViewById(2131099649));\n
if (this.myIp
˓→!= "") {\n
this.ipfield.setText(this.myIp);\n
this.portfield.
˓→setText(String.valueOf(this.myPort));\n
this.Client.putExtra("IP", this.
˓→myIp);\n
this.Client.putExtra("PORT", this.myPort);\n
} else {\n
˓→
this.ipfield.setText("boss-dz.zapto.org");\n
this.portfield.
(continues on next page)
˓→setText("1111");\n
this.Client.putExtra("IP", this.ipfield.getText().
˓→toString());\n
this.Client.putExtra("PORT", Integer.parseInt(this.
˓→portfield.getText().toString()));\n
}\n
this.startService(this.
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this.btnStart.setEnabled(0);\n
this.btnStop.setEnabled(1);\
˓→n
return;\n
}\n\n
public void onStart()\n
{\n
super.
˓→onStart();\n
this.onResume();\n
return;\n
}\n}\n', 'receivers': [
˓→'my.app.client.BootReceiver', 'my.app.client.AlarmListener'], 'package': u'my.app.
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1.6.5 create_user.py
Warning: The recommended way of creating users is to use the web interface.
This utility can be used to create a user account when using the user_password authentication module (the one used
by default).
Simply execute it and answer the questions:
$ utils/run.sh utils/create_user.py
Full Name: John Doe
Email Address: john.doe@email.com
Groups (comma-separated): cert
Default Sharing Groups (comma-separated): cert
Permissions (comma-separated): submit_iocs,access_joe
Password:
Confirm:
User created.
Downloaded avatar.

Some fields require more explanation:
• Groups: comma-separated list of groups the user belongs to. There is no need for the groups to be created first.
• Default Sharing Groups: comma-separated list of groups with which this user’s submission will be shared by
default. The user will have the possibility of changing this setting globally and on a per-analysis basis.
• Permissions: comma-separated list of permissions the user has.

1.7 API
The API is using the same endpoints as the web application.

1.7.1 Authentication
In order to authenticate, you should add your API key to the X-API-KEY header. This is needed for all requests made
through the API.

1.7.2 Error Codes
The API can return the following HTTP codes:
• 302: this means that you are not properly authenticated.
• 403: this means that your permissions are not sufficient.
• 404: this means that you tried to access an object that could not be found.
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1.7.3 Reference
Resource
Analysis

Operation
GET /analyses/
POST /analyses/
GET /analyses/(id)/refresh-iocs
POST /analyses/(id)/submit_iocs/(module)

File

Malware Configurations
Module

User

GET /analyses/(id)/download/(module)/(filename)
GET /analyses/(id)/
GET /files/
GET /files/download/(id)/
GET /files/sha256/(sha256)
GET /files/sha1/(sha1)
GET /files/md5/(md5)
POST /files/(id)/submit_to_av/(module)
GET /files/(id)/
GET /configs/show/
GET /configs/
GET /modules/repository/new
POST /modules/repository/new
POST /modules/reload
GET /modules/list/
GET /modules/
POST /modules/repository/(id)/delete
POST /modules/repository/(id)/update
GET /modules/(id)/configuration
POST /modules/(id)/configuration
GET /modules/(id)/configure
POST /modules/(id)/configure
POST /modules/(id)/disable
POST /modules/(id)/enable
POST /users/create
GET /users/
POST /users/(id)/default_sharing
POST /users/(id)/reset_api
POST /users/(id)/disable
POST /users/(id)/enable
POST /users/(id)/update
GET /users/(id)/

Description
Get the list of analyses
Create an analysis
Refresh IOCs with Threat Intel modules.
Submit observables to a threat intelligence module
Download a support file.
Get an analysis
Get the list of objects
Download a file
Get an object by SHA256
Get an object by SHA1
Get an object by MD5
Submit file to an antivirus module
Get an object
Get a timeline
Get the index
Add repository
Reload workers
List enabled Processing and Preloading modules
Get the list of modules
Delete repository
Update repository
Configure a named configuration
Configure a module
Disable a module
Enable a module
Create new user
Get the list of users
Change default sharing
Reset API key
Disable a user
Enable a user
Update existing user
Get a user

GET /modules/repository/new
Add a repository
Requires the manage_modules permission.
If successful, will return the repository in repository. Otherwise, errors will be available in errors.
Form Parameters
• name – name of the repository (should be a valid package name).
1.7. API
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• address – HTTPs or SSH address of the repository.
• private – boolean specifying if the repository is private. See Administration Guide for
more details on private repositories.
POST /modules/repository/new
Add a repository
Requires the manage_modules permission.
If successful, will return the repository in repository. Otherwise, errors will be available in errors.
Form Parameters
• name – name of the repository (should be a valid package name).
• address – HTTPs or SSH address of the repository.
• private – boolean specifying if the repository is private. See Administration Guide for
more details on private repositories.
POST /modules/reload
Reload the workers
Requires the manage_modules permission.
Returns “ok”.
GET /modules/list/
List enabled Processing and Preloading modules
Response JSON Object
• modules (list) – list of enabled modules.
GET /configs/show/
Get a malware configuration timeline.
Requires the config permission.
You can get the timeline of your choice by conbining several filters.
Query Parameters
• monitor – (optional) filter by monitor.
• target – (optional) filter by target.
• botnet – (optional) filter by botnet.
• type – (optional) filter by type.
Response JSON Object
• botnets (list) – the list of available botnets.
• monitors (list) – the list of available monitors.
• targets (list) – the list of available targets.
• types (list) – the list of available configuration block types.
• config_blocks (list) – a sorted list of configuration blocks matching this query. Each
configuration block has the following format:
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{
"_id": {
"$oid": "CONFIG_BLOCK_ID"
},
"action": "CONFIG_BLOCK_ACTION", # new, update, removed or
˓→added
"additional": null,
"analyses": [
{
"$oid": "ANALYSIS_ID"
}
],
"botnet": "FAMILY:BOTNETID",
"content": "CONFIG_BLOCK_CONTENT",
"created": {
"$date": CREATION_DATE
},
"monitor": "MATCHING_MONITOR",
"target": "TARGET",
"type": "CONFIG_BLOCK_TYPE",
"updated": {
"$date": MODIFICATION_DATE
}
}

POST /users/create
Create a user.
Requires the manage_users permission.
When succesful, the new user will be returned in the user field. Otherwise, an errors field will list errors.
Form Parameters
• name – full name
• email – email address
• groups – comma-delimited list of groups
• permission_VALUE – specify a value different than 0 or False for all permissions the
user should have.
GET /analyses/
Get the list of analyses.
Response is paginated and will only contain 25 results. The most recent analyses appear first.
Query Parameters
• page – page number.
Response JSON Object
• analyses (list) – list of analyses (see GET /analyses/(id) for details on the
format of an analysis).
POST /analyses/
Create a new analysis.
Launch a new analysis. You have to specify on which object this analysis will be made, by specifying one of:
• file_id for an existing object
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• file for file uploads
• url
• hash if VirusTotal sample retrieval is enabled.
You should also supply all enabled analysis options with the name options[OPTION_NAME]. For boolean
options, any value different than 0 or False means the option is enabled.
If the submitted object already exists (and file_id was not specified), the response will be a file object. When
a new analysis was successfuly created, the analysis object will be returned, in the analysis field.
If there was error in your submission, they will be returned in the errors field.
Example request:
headers = {
'Accept': "application/json",
'X-API-KEY': FAME_API_KEY
}
with open(filepath, 'rb') as f:
params = {
'options[allow_internet_access]':
'options[analysis_time]': "300",
'groups': "cert"
}

"on",

files = {
'file': f
}
r = requests.post(ENDPOINT, data=params, files=files, headers=headers)

Form Parameters
• string file_id – (optional) the id of the object on which this analysis should run.
• file file – (optional) file to analyze.
• string url – (optional) url to analyze.
• string hash – (optional) hash to analyze.
• string module – (optional) the name of the target module.
• string groups – a comma-separated list of groups that will have access to this analysis.
• string comment – comment to add to this object.
• string option[*] – value of each enabled option.
GET /modules/
Get the list of modules.
Requires the manage_modules permission.
The response is a dict with several elements:
• modules, which is a list of modules, sorted by type:
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"modules": {
"Antivirus": [
...
],
"Preloading": [
...
],
"Processing": [
{
"_id": {
"$oid": "MODULE_ID"
},
"acts_on": [
ACTS_ON_FAME_TYPES
],
"class": "CLASS_NAME",
"config": [ CONFIG_OPTIONS ],
"description": "DESCRIPTION",
"enabled": false,
"generates": [GENERATES],
"name": "NAME",
"path": "MODULE_PATH",
"queue": "QUEUE",
"triggered_by": [
TRIGGERS
],
"type": "Processing"
},
...
],
"Reporting": [
...
],
"Threat Intelligence": [
...
],
"Filetype": [
...
]
}

• repositories: list of configured repositories:
"repositories": [
{
"_id": {
"$oid": "ID"
},
"address": "git@github.com:certsocietegenerale/fame_modules.git",
"name": "community",
"private": false,
"status": "active"
},
...
]

• configs: list of named configurations:
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"configs": [
{
"_id": {
"$oid": "ID"
},
"config": [
{
"description": "List of patterns (strings) to look for in
˓→malware configurations. There should be one pattern per line.",
"name": "monitor",
"type": "text",
"value": null
}
],
"description": "Needed in order to be able to track malware targets",
"name": "malware_config"
},
...
]

GET /configs/
Get the index of malware configurations.
Requires the config permission.
The response is a dict with the following format:
{
"MONITOR1": {
"active_botnets": [
"FAMILY:BOTNETID"
],
"botnets": [
"FAMILY:BOTNETID"
],
"count": 1,
"targets": {
"TARGET1": {
"active_botnets": [
"FAMILY:BOTNETID"
],
"botnets": [
"FAMILY:BOTNETID"
],
"count": 1
},
"TARGET2": {
...
}
}
},
"MONITOR2": {
...
}
}

GET /files/
Get the list of objects.
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Response is paginated and will only contain 25 results. The most recent objects appear first.
Query Parameters
• page – page number.
Response JSON Object
• files (list) – list of files (see GET /files/(id) for details on the format of a file).
GET /users/
Get all users.
Requires the manage_users permission. The result is in the users field.
Response JSON Array of Objects
• _id (ObjectId) – user’s ObjectId.
• name (string) – full name.
• string – email address.
• enabled (boolean) – True if the user is enabled.
• groups (list) – list of groups the user belongs to.
• default_sharing (list) – list of groups used by the user as default sharing preferences.
• permissions (list) – list of user’s permissions
POST /modules/repository/(id)/delete
Delete a repository
Requires the manage_modules permission. Returns “ok”.
Parameters
• id – id of the repository.
POST /modules/repository/(id)/update
Update a repository
Requires the manage_modules permission.
Parameters
• id – id of the repository.
Response JSON Object
• repository (Repository) – the repository.
GET /analyses/(id)/refresh-iocs
Refresh IOCs with Threat Intel modules
Parameters
• id – id of the analysis.
POST /analyses/(id)/submit_iocs/
module Submit observables to a Threat Intelligence module.
If succesful, the response will be "ok".
Parameters
• id – id of the analysis.
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• module – name of the module to submit the file to.
Request JSON Array of Objects
• value (string) – the value of the observable.
• tags (list) – a list of tags associated to it.
GET /analyses/(id)/download/
module/filename Download a support file.
Parameters
• id – id of the analysis.
• module – name of the module.
• filename – name of the file to download.
GET /modules/(id)/configuration
Configure a named configuration.
Requires the manage_modules permission.
For each configuration available, you should set the value in a form parameter named config_NAME. For
boolean values, any value not 0 or False is considered to be True.
If successful, will return the named configuration in config. Otherwise, errors will be available in errors.
Parameters
• id – id of the named configuration.
POST /modules/(id)/configuration
Configure a named configuration.
Requires the manage_modules permission.
For each configuration available, you should set the value in a form parameter named config_NAME. For
boolean values, any value not 0 or False is considered to be True.
If successful, will return the named configuration in config. Otherwise, errors will be available in errors.
Parameters
• id – id of the named configuration.
GET /modules/(id)/configure
Configure a module.
Requires the manage_modules permission.
For each configuration available, you should set the value in a form parameter named config_NAME. For
boolean values, any value not 0 or False is considered to be True.
If the setting should be an option (be available per analysis), you have to set config_NAME_option to any
value but 0 or False.
If successful, will return the module in module. Otherwise, errors will be available in errors.
Parameters
• id – id of the named configuration.
Form Parameters
• acts_on – comma-delimited list of FAME types this module can act on (only for Processing modules).
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• triggered_by – comma-delimited list of triggers (only for Processing modules).
• queue – name of the queue to use for this module (for Processing and Preloading modules).
POST /modules/(id)/configure
Configure a module.
Requires the manage_modules permission.
For each configuration available, you should set the value in a form parameter named config_NAME. For
boolean values, any value not 0 or False is considered to be True.
If the setting should be an option (be available per analysis), you have to set config_NAME_option to any
value but 0 or False.
If successful, will return the module in module. Otherwise, errors will be available in errors.
Parameters
• id – id of the named configuration.
Form Parameters
• acts_on – comma-delimited list of FAME types this module can act on (only for Processing modules).
• triggered_by – comma-delimited list of triggers (only for Processing modules).
• queue – name of the queue to use for this module (for Processing and Preloading modules).
POST /modules/(id)/disable
Disable a module
Requires the manage_modules permission.
Parameters
• id – id of the module to disable.
Response JSON Object
• module (Module) – resulting module.
POST /modules/(id)/enable
Enable a module
Requires the manage_modules permission.
If successful, will return the module in module. Otherwise, errors will be available in errors.
Parameters
• id – id of the module to enable.
GET /files/download/(id)/
Download the file with id.
Parameters
• id – id of the file to download.
GET /files/sha256/(sha256)
Get the object with sha256.
Parameters
• sha256 – sha256 of the object.
Response JSON Object
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• file (file) – list of files (see GET /files/(id) for details on the format of a file).
GET /files/sha1/(sha1)
Get the object with sha1.
Parameters
• sha1 – sha1 of the object.
Response JSON Object
• file (file) – list of files (see GET /files/(id) for details on the format of a file).
GET /files/md5/(md5)
Get the object with md5.
Parameters
• md5 – md5 of the object.
Response JSON Object
• file (file) – list of files (see GET /files/(id) for details on the format of a file).
POST /users/(id)/default_sharing
Change a user’s default sharing.
When used on another user account, requires the manage_users permission.
Parameters
• id – user id.
Response JSON Object
• user (User) – modified user.
POST /files/(id)/submit_to_av/
module Submit a file to an Antivirus module.
If succesful, the response will be "ok". Otherwise, it will be an error message.
Parameters
• id – id of the file to submit.
• module – name of the module to submit the file to.
POST /users/(id)/reset_api
Reset a user’s API key.
When used on another user account, requires the manage_users permission.
Parameters
• id – user id.
Response JSON Object
• user (User) – modified user.
POST /users/(id)/disable
Disable a user.
Requires the manage_users permission.
Parameters
• id – user id.
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Response JSON Object
• user (User) – modified user.
POST /users/(id)/enable
Enable a user.
Requires the manage_users permission.
Parameters
• id – user id.
Response JSON Object
• user (User) – modified user.
POST /users/(id)/update
Update a user.
Requires the manage_users permission.
When succesful, the new user will be returned in the user field. Otherwise, an errors field will list errors.
Form Parameters
• name – full name
• email – email address
• groups – comma-delimited list of groups
• permission_VALUE – specify a value different than 0 or False for all permissions the
user should have.
GET /analyses/(id)/
Get the analysis with id.
Resulting object is in the analysis field.
Parameters
• id – id of the analysis.
Response JSON Object
• _id (dict) – ObjectId dict.
• analyst (dict) – analyst’s ObjectId.
• date (dict) – date dict.
• executed_modules (list) – list of executed modules.
• pending_modules (list) – list of pending modules.
• waiting_modules (list) – list of waiting modules.
• canceled_modules (list) – list of canceled modules.
• executed_modules – list of executed modules.
• module (string) – the name of the target module.
• status (string) – status of the analysis (one of pending, running, finished or error).
• tags (list) – the list of tags.
• probable_names (list) – the list of probable names.
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• iocs (list) – list of dict describing observables.
• results (dict) – detailed results for each module, with the module name being the key.
• generated_files (dict) – a dict of generated files, the key being the file type.
• extracted_files (list) – a list of extracted files.
• support_files (dict) – a dict of support files, the key being the module name.
GET /files/(id)/
Get the object with id.
Resulting object is in the file field.
Parameters
• id – id of the object.
Response JSON Object
• _id (dict) – ObjectId dict.
• md5 (string) – MD5 hash.
• sha1 (string) – SHA1 hash.
• sha256 (string) – SHA256 hash.
• type (string) – FAME type.
• mime (string) – mime type.
• detailed_type (string) – detailed type.
• groups (list) – list of groups (as strings) that have access to this file.
• owners (list) – list of groups (as strings) that submitted this file.
• probable_names (list) – list of probable names (as strings).
• analysis (list) – list of analyses’ ObjectIds.
• parent_analyses (list) – list of analyses (as ObjectIds) that extracted this object.
• antivirus (dict) – dict with antivirus names as keys.
GET /users/(id)/
Get a user.
The user is returned in the user field.
Parameters
• id – user id
Response JSON Object
• _id (ObjectId) – user’s ObjectId.
• name (string) – full name.
• string – email address.
• enabled (boolean) – True if the user is enabled.
• groups (list) – list of groups the user belongs to.
• default_sharing (list) – list of groups used by the user as default sharing preferences.
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• permissions (list) – list of user’s permissions
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